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The writer, director, producer and studio executive has built an entertainment empire, including one of the industry's biggest coronavirus bubbles - making his work more impressive than ever. A video from RadicalMedia.Tax Guy weighs in on President-elect Joe Biden's major tax plans with the
Democratic-controlled Senate.Biden promised checks immediately if Democrats won Senate control - and they have. With the Georgia election behind us and the Trump administration on its way out, the near-medium-term political landscape is becoming increasingly clear: The Biden administration will be
able to satisfy its progressive base now that it relies on a majority -- however skinny -- in both houses of Congress. Predictability is good for markets, and we will probably have it, at least until 2022. Which makes it time to lock down the portfolio's defensive games. Research analysts at Wells Fargo have
been searching the markets for 'right' buys, and their picks bear a closer look. They have been tapping high-yielding dividend payers as the investment game of choice. The TipRanks database sheds some extra light on three company withdrawals – stocks with dividend yields of 8% or better. Apollo
Investment Corporation (AINV)One of the good places to look for high return dividends is among the companies for business development in the market. These companies offer special financing in the middle market and provide loans and financing to SMEs that would otherwise have difficulty accessing
capital markets. A typical example is Apollo Investment with a $2.59 billion investment portfolio. Apollo has investments in 147 companies, with an average exposure of $15.9 million. The bulk of its portfolio, 86%, is the first pledge secured debt. Healthcare, business services, aviation and transportation,
and high-tech companies account for more than half of Apollo's investment goals. In Q3CY20 (fiscal Q2 company 2021), Apollo posted EPS of 43 cents per share, flat gradually but down 18% year-over-year. The company boasted $268 million in available liquid assets and $287 million in available loans
under its secured facility at the end of the quarter. Since then, Apollo has changed its revolving credit facility by extending its maturity until December 2025.Na the Apollo dividend front maintains its payments to regular shareholders despite the corona pandemire. Apollo's last payment, in November, was
with a 31-cent regular dividend plus a 5-cent special dividend. The current yield is an impressive 11.6%. Covering AINV for Well Fargo, analyst Finian O'Shea noted: Legacy's impact has slashed away, adding just $3 million to the top line this quarter, for annualized revenue at PV~5.5%. We think there is
a very small drawback of NOI from the heritage book, and view all the realization and re-deployment as a big positive for the population. O'Shea gives Apollo an overweight (i.e. buy) rating, and the price target, which at $12.50, means 12% up from current levels. (To monitor the record, click here)Overall,
Apollo has two reviews on the record and they are split - 1 Buy and 1 Hold - for a medium buying consensual view. The stock is selling for $11.17, and its $11.50 average price target suggests a slight 3% upside. (See AINV Population Analysis on TipRanks) Goldman Sachs BDC (GSBD) Next, Goldman
Sachs BDS, is a banking giant entering the specialized financial development business segment. GSBD is a subsidiary of Goldman and focuses on mid-market companies that provide closed management investment services and access to loans in the middle market. The performance of GSBD shares in
2020 showed a steady recovery from the initial recession caused by the corona crisis last winter. By the end of the year, the shares were trading at January 2020 levels. In November, the company felt confident enough to offer $500 million in unsecured notes, with interest of 2.875% due in January 2026.
The funds raised will be used to repay the revolving credit instrument, thereby improving interest on existing debt. Also in November, GSBD reported 80 cents of EPS for the quarter ended September 30. Earnings were strong enough to support a solid dividend of 45 cents per share – and the company
announced a special dividend payment of 15 cents to be paid in three installments during 2021. The current dividend currently has a yield of more than 9%. Among the bulls is Wells Fargo's Finian O'Shea, who also covers AINV. The analyst wrote: We believe that a high-quality investment platform and
shareholder friendly structure will continue to drive attractive returns forward... GSBD is quality at a good price... For those buying BDC, GSBD will probably always be in the portfolio discussion, as we see it, given its earnings quality and shareholder orientation. With that in mind, O'Shea rates GSBD
overweight (i.e. buy), along with a $19.50 price target. This number means 5% up from current levels. (To watch O'Shea's entry, click here) Again, this is a share with an even distribution between buy and hold reviews, which means that for a medium-sized purchasing analyst it is a consensual rating. The
shares are priced at $18.59 and the average price target is $19.50 matches O'Shea's. (See GSBD Population Analysis tipranks) ExxonMobil (XOM) Of BDC we will switch to the oil industry. Exxon Mobil is one of Big Oil's players with a market capitalization of $190 billion and 2019 sales (the most recent
year for which full-year data are available) of $264.9 billion. The company produces approximately 2.3 billion barrels of oil equivalent per day, making it into the top five of the world's hydrocarbon producers. Low prices in 2H19, and the corona crisis in 1H20, drove revenue down in the first part of last year
– but it turned in Q3 when XOM reported $45.7 billion in the top line. While a year down, it was up 40% gradually. Despite all the upwinds facing the oil industry over the past 18 months, XOM has maintained its dividend reliable and has paid its latest distribution in 2020. That 87 cents per common share,
annualized to $3.48 and gave a yield of 8.4%. In a note about the big oil companies, Wells Fargo's Roger Read writes: In 2021 we expect more supportive macro tailwinds, but realize significant problems exist and keep the average Brent price below $50... Switching his view to XOM in particular, the
analyst adds: We do not expect production growth and only minimal free cashflow generation, which is including the disposition of revenues. However, this represents a significant change from the last few years of significant cash burns and increased leverage. In our view, this is probably enough to lift
stocks a little higher and reduce concerns about the sustainability of dividends. In light of his comments, Read rates XOM shares overweight (i.e. buy), and its $53 price target indicates room for 17% upside growth next year. (To watch Read's entry, click here) Wall Street still views the energy industry
with a cautious view, evident from the assessment of consensus analysts XOM - Hold. It is based on 10 reviews, including 3 buys, 6 tributes and 1 sale. The shares are selling for $45.15, and their $47.33 average price target suggests a slight upside of ~5% (See XOM stock analysis at TipRanks) To find
good ideas for dividend stocks trading at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stocks to Buy, a newly launched tool that brings together all of tipranks' equity insights. Please note: The views expressed in this article are solely those of the analysts mentioned. The content is for informational purposes
only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investment. Investor Business DailyCheap stocks are suddenly in favor. And a growing group of them, including some in the S&amp;amp;amp; The P 500 are actually seeing a huge profit growth this year. Business investor DailySekoven
and Tesla hit new highs on Thursday, but they look somewhat widespread. Tesla also unveiled a much cheaper, shorter-range Model Y.Bionano Genomics Inc. on Friday, saying it has priced a subscribed public offering of 29 million shares at $3.05 a share. The stock closed at $5.00 on Thursday. The
genome analysis company has given underwriters - Oppenheimer &amp; Co., which is the sole bookrunner, while BTIG has served as senior manager and Ladenburg Thalman and Maxim Group act as co-managers - a 30-day opportunity to acquire an additional 4.3 million shares at the offer price. The
stock, which has been volatile in recent sessions, has slipped 18% premarket but is up more than 300% in the past 12 months, while the SPDR S&amp;amp;amp;; P Biotech ETF gained 58% and S&amp;amp;amp; The P 500 gained 17.5%. Bitcoin (BTC) addresses that contain more than 1,000 BTC -
worth $38.41 million at the time of printing - now stand at all-time highs of 2,334, CoinDesk reported Thursday.What Happened: Whale accounts, or accounts with large BTC holdings, have risen 3.7% since December, when the number stood at 2,221, according to CoinDesk.Compared to the previous
2017 large accounts increased by 30%. There are at least 6,633 addresses that hold more than $10 million in BTC, according to BitInfoCharts data. On Wednesday, the combined market value of cryptocurrencies crossed a trillion-dollar mark, with BTC itself enjoying a market capitalization of $685.76
billion. CoinDesk Research's quarterly quarterly review report noted that bitcoin's decline at the end of December had generated little interest in profit on the part of large holders. Why it matters: Bitcoin touched a record high of $40,180.37 on Thursday, returning 32.35% since the start of the new year.
When asked about the CNBC halftime show on Thursday where Bitcoin went, Chamath Palihapitiya, chairman of Virgin Galactic Holdings Inc. (NYSE: SPCE) said there probably will be a hundred then 150 then 200,000. At what point I don't know five years, ten years, but it's there and the reason is that
every time you see all these things happening, it just reminds you that wow our leaders aren't as trustworthy and reliable as they were, said the billionaire investor. Palihapitiya described apex cryptocurrency as insurance and said it gave people access to uncorrionated collateral and it will eventually
transition to something much more important. King SPAC began investing in Bitcoin in 2012 and has since sold all of its individual bitcoins, instead opting to invest through companies that own cryptocurrencies. See also: MicroStrategy Now Holds 70,470 Bitcoin After Spending .1B in 2020Price Action:
Bitcoin Traded 2.84% Higher at $38,338.34 at Press Time. On Thursday, Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (OTC: GBTC) closed 2.37% higher at $44.97 and Grayscale Ethereum Trust (OTC: ETHE) closed 1.18% lower at $14.61.61.Look take on more from Benzinga * Click here for options of trades from Benzinga
* Bitcoin Investor Lost 0K In Botched Wallet Migration: How You Can Avoid Similar Fates * Cryptocurrency Stellar has outgrown 180% per week – Here's why(C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Sarepta shares are losing half their value after a study
of gene therapy seen as a shoo-in treatment for Duchenne muscular dystrophy produces disappointing results. Rates are rising as investors bet on higher government spending. Will they go any higher? An improving economic backdrop and higher sales and profits could bring an increase in dividends
and buybacks this year. After Joe Biden's inauguration in January. 20, the expected amount of new stimulus measures may further boost bitcoin's rally, say analysts.3M Co . according to BofA Securities.The 3M Analyst: Andrew Obin lowered 3M from neutral to underperform and lowered the price target
from $200 to $170.3M Thesis : Republicans prevented major PFAS - perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances - legislation from passing under the Trump administration Obin said in a downgrade note. We believe that democratic The Senate committee and EPA will speed up legislation and regulation
around PFAS contamination, the analyst said. Passing the relevant legislation could significantly shape pfas cleanup and 3M's financial liability over the next few years, he said. A previous analysis estimated that 3M's total pre-tax liability is around $9 billion, which includes cleanup costs and injury liability,



Obin said. Negative headlines and incremental lawsuits related to legislative and EPA measures are likely to drive the cancellation of the 3M stock rating. MMM Price Action: 3M shares were trading down 3.23% at $168.49 at the last inspection Thursday. Latest Ratings for MMM DateFirmActionFromTo
Jan 2021B SecuritiesStemers October 2020Morgan StanleyMaintainsEqual-Weight Oct 2020Morgan StanleyMaintainsEqual-Weight View More Analyst Ratings for MMM View latest Analyst RatingsSee more from Benzinga * Click here for options deals from Benzinga * BofA raises Spotify Price target on
streaming platform near-term prospects * BofA Upgrades Mastercard to 'Potentially Priceless Opportunity'(C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. (Bloomberg) - The Era of Donald Trump ends badly for Wall Street power couple Jeff Sprecher and Kelly
Loeffler.First, a New York stock exchange owned by Sprecher's Atlanta-based Intercontinental Exchange Inc., has twice turned to whether to disqualify several major Chinese companies, as requested by the Trump administration. Loeffler, a former ICE executive, then lost her U.S. Senate seat in Georgia
to Raphael Warnock, a defeat that -- coupled with Jon Ossoff's expected victory -- will give Democrats control of the upper house. A double blow cost more than bruised egos. The couple spent $23.7 million on Loeffler's ill-fated campaign, according to the Center for Responsive Politics. Confusion over
the NYSE move knocked the share prices of three major Chinese telecommunications companies at one point shaving a combined $12 billion off their value. Yet it's not all recent bad news for the couple: The Bloomberg Billionaires Index last week introduced Sprecher as the last participant in a 10-figure
club. For more articles like this, visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most supervising business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.American Express has announced a new monthly loan and new Amex deals for platinum cardholders. Other Amex Cards are also eligible for new
benefits. Animal spirits are driven by fresh stimuli to talk about, and this may be the last hurrah for this stock market, says strategist Mike O'Rourke. Shares of Israeli technology company Medigus Ltd. rose 44% in premarket trading on Friday after the company said it had entered into an agreement to
expand its electric vehicle operations. The Company has agreed to acquire intellectual property and know-how, which includes for wireless robotic charging of electric vehicle vehicles The new technology is a wireless charging system platform that can automatically adapt to a vehicle that requires electric
charging, the company said in a statement. The company pays $75,000 per IP and patent and plans to invest up to $150,000 more on technology development. The stock closed thursday at $2.30. The stock move reflects similar trends seen when companies make any announcements about electric
vehicles in a recent deal. Tesla Inc . Investor Business DailyMarijuana stocks soared as the Democratic Senate adds to legalizing cannabis momentum. Are any pot stocks good buys now amid profitability challenges? It's a new year, and a good time to look at what lies ahead. Not in the short term, but in
the longer term. So, here's the figure: $126 billion. That's the estimated size of the artificial intelligence (AI) technology market in 2025.AI, once the only province of the more mysterious computer programming and coding industries, has become an essential part of the digital world we live in. AI can be
found everywhere. It is in our factories, it controls assembly robots and inventory systems; it's in cars, monitoring energy systems and driving trains - and soon, perhaps, driving vehicles; its algorithms are behind the success of all online technology companies that have come to dominate our electronic
social discourse and economy. AI's everywhere, and she's here to stay. Which makes it a fantastic sector that needs to be mined for investment opportunities. In this context, two of Wall Street's leading analysts have turned their attention to AI and recommended their tips in the sector. We ran them
through the TipRanks database to see what other Wall Street analysts were saying about them. The results are interesting. C3.ai, Inc., (AI)Let's start with a company that is new to public trading markets. C3ai is an AI enterprise that provides a suite of services designed to build enterprise applications
through a cost-effective and efficient process. C3 AI Suite delivers configurable applications for customer engagement, energy management, fraud detection, predictive maintenance, and supply chain optimization — all just the beginning. C3 went public in December 2020, hitting the markets on
December 9. The company had an IPO price of $42 a share, but closed its first day at $92, a 120% gain straight out of the gate. C3 shares continued to peak at $177 on December 22, and the stock is now trading at $133, for a net gain from day one near 44%. The company now boasts a market
capitalization of $12.74 billion. It's not just a successful IPO that should catch the attention of investors. C3 customers have such notable names as Bank of America, AstraZeneca and Koch Industries. The company also has a strategic partnership with Microsoft that uses the Azure cloud platform to offer
AI technology Finally, C3 is an important supplier with the Pentagon, and counts the U.S. Air Force, Army Aviation, and U.S. StratCom in its user base. Some Wall Street analysts consider C3 shares fully valued, but others are bullish on stocks. Among the bulls is Daniel Ives, a 5-star tech sector expert
from Wedbush who rates AI and overcome (i.e. Buy). Ives also gives the stock a $200 price target that marks room for a 51% upside in the next 12 months. (To watch Ives' record, click here) In his commentary on stocks, Ives explains his position: We consider C3.ai to be one of the more disruptive
enterprise software vendors of the past decade with laser companies focused on AI convergence, big data, and cloud computing... We believe that with a very successful IPO of $650 million completed in December, C3 now finds itself in clear offensive mode as its enhanced-up distribution strategy (direct
sales, MSFT, Baker Hughes) should put more fuel in its engine growth by 2021 and beyond. The bear-bull mix on AI is evident from the ratings on record for C3. The company received 10 ratings, breaking down to 4 Buy, 4 Hold, and 2 Sell, making analyst consensus Hold. Meanwhile, the average price
target is $144.89, indicating room for 9% growth from current levels. (See AI Population Analysis TipRanks) Liveperson (LPSN)Liveperson is known as the designer of live chat platforms and AI chatbot systems, which market these products as tools for customer relationships at the front end for
companies of all kinds. Liveperson chat apps are available through web browsers, social media, and mobile devices, and the company has created conversational AI that allows automated chatbots to streamline the effectiveness of customer service center by performing routine communication tasks. AI
chatbots are designed for use on the chat cloud, with one human operator overseeing multiple bots in the chat center. AI handles initial contacts by filtering questions and is able to refer multiple issues involved to a human agent in a loop. Liveperson offers its customers a choice: use ready-made
chatbots or use the platform to create a unique conversation system. Like many technology companies involved in online marcom, Liveperson's value has been brought into sharper relief during this crazy 'corona year.' The stock ended 2020 with a gain of 65%. Meanwhile, revenue surged slightly from
Q2, with Q3 number $94.8 million down 3.4% from Q2 and 26% year-over-year. Liveperson's proven power in its niche attracted the attention of Ryan Koontz, a five-star analyst at Rosenblatt. [We expect] LPSN use its leadership position in AI to disrupt the $60B contact center software and automated
labor market. Despite new threats from larger and established players in the corporate market, including Salesforce.com, Twilio and Oracle, we consider lpsn's strong focus and more than 20 years of experience as a key asset, Koontz this analysis, no wonder that Koontz rates LPSN buy. Its $73 price
target means 14% up from current levels. (To watch Koontz's entry, click here) It's clear that Wall Street is in broad agreement with Koontz, as demonstrated by strong buy analyst consensus rating and 8 recent reviews that include 7 buys against a single Hold. The stock is selling for $63.97, and the
$71.17 average price target suggests it has 11% room for growth. (See LPSN Stock Analysis on TipRanks) To find good ideas for trading stocks at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stocks to Buy, a newly launched tool that brings together all of tipranks' equity insights. Please note: The views
expressed in this article are solely those of the analysts mentioned. The content is for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investment. Investor business dailytesla CEO Elon Musk became the richest man in the world Thursday as shares in the
electric-car company continued their relentless run-up. Business investor DailyKorean conglomerate SK Group has announced a $1.5 billion investment in JV with fuel cell leader Plug Power to expand hydrogen power in Asia. Asia.
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